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Abstract

Affordable public transit services are crucial for communities
since they enable residents to access employment, education,
and other services. Unfortunately, transit services that provide
wide coverage tend to suffer from relatively low utilization,
which results in high fuel usage per passenger per mile, lead-
ing to high operating costs and environmental impact. Elec-
tric vehicles (EVs) can reduce energy costs and environmen-
tal impact, but most public transit agencies have to employ
them in combination with conventional, internal-combustion
engine vehicles due to the high upfront costs of EVs. To make
the best use of such a mixed fleet of vehicles, transit agencies
need to optimize route assignments and charging schedules,
which presents a challenging problem for large transit net-
works. We introduce a novel problem formulation to mini-
mize fuel and electricity use by assigning vehicles to tran-
sit trips and scheduling them for charging, while serving an
existing fixed-route transit schedule. We present an integer
program for optimal assignment and scheduling, and we pro-
pose polynomial-time heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms
for larger networks. We evaluate our algorithms on the pub-
lic transit service of Chattanooga, TN using operational data
collected from transit vehicles. Our results show that the pro-
posed algorithms are scalable and can reduce energy use and,
hence, environmental impact and operational costs. For Chat-
tanooga, the proposed algorithms can save $145,635 in en-
ergy costs and 576.7 metric tons of CO2 emission annually.

1 Introduction
Affordable public transit services are the backbones of many
communities, providing diverse groups of people with ac-
cess to employment, education, and other services. Afford-
able transit services are especially important in low-income
neighborhoods where residents might not be able to af-
ford personal vehicles. However, transit services that pro-
vide wide and equitable coverage tend to suffer from low
utilization—compared to concentrating service into a few
high-density areas—which leads to higher fuel usage per
passenger per mile. This in turn results in higher operating
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costs, which threatens affordability—a problem that has re-
cently been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Further, low utilization also leads to high environmen-
tal impact per passenger per mile. In the U.S., 28% of to-
tal energy use is for transportation (EIA 2019). While pub-
lic transit services can be very energy-efficient compared to
personal vehicles, their environmental impact is significant
nonetheless. For example, bus transit services in the U.S.
may be responsible for up to 21.1 million metric tons of CO2

(EPA 2020b) emission every year.
Electric vehicles (EVs) can have much lower operating

costs and lower environmental impact during operation than
comparable internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs),
especially in urban areas. Unfortunately, EVs are also much
more expensive than ICEVs: typically, diesel transit buses
cost less than $500K, while electric ones cost more than
$700K, or close to around $1M with charging infrastruc-
ture. As a result, many public transit agencies can afford
only mixed fleets of transit vehicles, which may consist of
EVs, hybrid vehicles (HEVs), and ICEVs.

Public transit agencies that operate such mixed fleets of
vehicles face a challenging optimization problem. First, they
need to decide which vehicles are assigned to serving which
transit trips. Since the advantage of EVs over ICEVs varies
depending on the route and time of day (e.g., advantage
of EVs is higher in slower traffic with frequent stops, and
lower on highways), the assignment can have a significant
impact on energy use and, hence, on costs and environmen-
tal impact. Second, transit agencies need to schedule when
to charge electric vehicles because EVs have limited battery
capacity and driving range, and may need to be recharged
during the day between serving transit trips. Since agencies
often have limited charging capabilities (e.g., limited num-
ber of charging poles, or limited maximum power to avoid
high peak loads on the electric grid), charging constraints
can significantly increase the complexity of the assignment
and scheduling problem.

Contributions: While an increasing number of transit
agencies face these problems, there exist no practical solu-
tions to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we present
a novel problem formulation and algorithms for assigning
a mixed fleet of transit vehicles to trips and for scheduling
the charging of electric vehicles. We developed this problem
formulation in collaboration with the Chattanooga Area Re-



gional Transportation Authority (CARTA), the public tran-
sit agency of Chattanooga, TN, which operates a fleet of
EVs, HEVs, and ICEVs. To solve the problem, we intro-
duce an integer program as well as greedy and simulated an-
nealing algorithms. We evaluate these algorithms using op-
erational data collected from CARTA (e.g., vehicle energy
consumption data, transit routes and schedules) and from
other sources (e.g., elevation and street maps). Based on our
numerical results, the proposed algorithms can reduce en-
ergy costs by up to $145,635 and CO2 emissions by up
to 576.7 metric tons annually for CARTA. We will make
all data and the implementation of our algorithms publicly
available (also attached as appendix to this submission).

Our problem formulation applies to a wide range of pub-
lic transit agencies that operate fixed-route services. Our ob-
jective is to minimize energy consumption (i.e., fuel and
electricity use), which leads to lower operating costs and
environmental impact—as demonstrated by our numerical
results. Our problem formulation considers assigning and
scheduling for a single day (it may be applied to any number
of consecutive days one-by-one), and allows any physically
possible re-assignment during the day. Our formulation also
allows capturing additional constraints on charging; for ex-
ample, CARTA aims to charge only one vehicle at a time to
avoid demand charges from the electric utility.

Organization: In Section 2, we describe our model and
problem formulation. In Section 3, we introduce a mixed-
integer program as well as greedy and simulated annealing
algorithms. In Section 4, we provide numerical results based
on real-world data from CARTA. In Section 5, we present
a brief overview of related work. Finally, in Section 6, we
summarize our findings and outline future work.

2 Transit Model and Problem Formulation
Vehicles We consider a transit agency that operates a set
of buses V . Note that we will use the terms bus and ve-
hicle interchangeably. Each bus v ∈ V belongs to a vehi-
cle model Mv ∈ M, where M is the set of all vehicle
models in operation. We divide the set of vehicle models
M into two disjoint subsets: liquid-fuel modelsMgas (e.g.,
diesel, hybrid), and electric modelsMelec. Based on discus-
sions with CARTA, we assume that vehicles belonging to a
liquid-fuel model can operate all day without refueling. On
the other hand, vehicles belonging to an electric model have
limited battery capacity, which might not be enough for a
whole day. For each electric vehicle model m ∈ Melec, we
let Cm denote the battery capacity of vehicles of model m.

Locations Locations L include bus stops, garages, and
charging stations in the transit network.

Trips During the day, the agency has to serve a given
set of transit trips T using its buses. Based on discussions
with CARTA, we assume that locations and time schedules
are fixed for every trip. A bus serving trip t ∈ T leaves from
trip origin torigin ∈ L at time tstart and arrives at destination
tdestination ∈ L at time tend. Between torigin and tdestination, the

bus must pass through a series of stops at fixed times; how-
ever, since we cannot re-assign a bus during a transit trip, the
locations and times of these stops are inconsequential to our
model. Finally, we assume that any bus may serve any trip.
Note that it would be straightforward to extend our model
and algorithms to consider constraints on which buses may
serve a trip (e.g., based on passenger capacity).

Charging To charge its electric buses, the agency operates
a set of charging poles CP , which are typically located at bus
garages or charging stations in practice. We let cplocation ∈ L
denote the location of charging pole cp ∈ CP .

For the sake of computational tractability, we use a
discrete-time model to schedule charging, which divides
time into uniform-length time slots S. A time slot s ∈ S
begins at sstart and ends at send. A charging pole cp ∈ CP
can charge P (cp,Mv) energy to one electric bus v in one
time slot. We will refer to the combination of a charging pole
cp ∈ CP and a time slot s ∈ S as a charging slot (cp, s);
and we let C = CP × S denote the set of charging slots.

Non-Service Trips Besides serving transit trips, buses
may also need to drive between trips or charging poles. For
example, if a bus has to serve a trip that starts from a location
that is different from the destination of the previous trip, the
bus first needs to drive to the origin of the subsequent trip.
An electric bus may also need to drive to a charging pole
after serving a transit trip to recharge, and then drive from
the pole to the origin of the next transit trip. We will refer
to these deadhead trips, which are driven outside of revenue
service, as non-service trips. We let T (l1, l2) denote the non-
service trip from location l1 ∈ L to l2 ∈ L; and we let
D(l1, l2) denote the time duration of this non-service trip.

2.1 Solution Space
Our primary goal is to assign a bus to each transit trip. Ad-
ditionally, electric buses may also need to be assigned to
charging slots to prevent them from running out of power.

Solution Representation We represent a solution as a set
of assignments A. For each trip t ∈ T , a solution assigns
exactly one bus v ∈ V to serve trip t; this assignment is rep-
resented by the relation 〈v, t〉 ∈ A. Secondly, each electric
bus v must be charged before its battery state of charge drops
below the safe level for operation. A solution assigns at most
one electric bus v to each charging slot (cp, s) ∈ C; this as-
signment is represented by the relation 〈v, (cp, s)〉 ∈ A. We
assume that when a bus is assigned for charging, it remains
at the charging pole for the entire duration of the correspond-
ing time slot.

Constraints If a bus v is assigned to serve an earlier transit
trip t1 and a later trip t2, then the duration of the non-service
trip from tdestination

1 to torigin
2 must be less than or equal to

the time between tend
1 and tstart

2 . Otherwise, it would not be
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possible to serve t2 on time. We formulate this constraint as:

∀t1, t2 ∈ T ; tstart
1 ≤ tstart

2 ; 〈v, t1〉 ∈ A; 〈v, t2〉 ∈ A :

tend
1 +D(tdestination

1 , torigin
2 ) ≤ tstart

2 (1)

Note that if the constraint is satisfied by every pair of con-
secutive trips assigned to a bus, then it is also satisfied by
every pair of non-consecutive trips assigned to the bus.

We need to formulate similar constraints for non-service
trips to, from, and between charging slots:

∀t ∈ T ; (cp, s) ∈ C; tstart ≤ sstart; 〈v, t〉, 〈v, (cp, s)〉 ∈ A :

tend +D(tdestination, cplocation) ≤ sstart (2)

∀t ∈ T ; (cp, s) ∈ C; tstart ≥ sstart; 〈v, t〉, 〈v, (cp, s)〉 ∈ A :

send +D(cplocation, torigin) ≤ tstart (3)

∀(cp1, s1), (cp2, s2) ∈ C; sstart
1 ≤ sstart

2 ; 〈v, (cp1, s1)〉, 〈v, (cp2, s2)〉 ∈ A :

s
end
1 +D(cp

location
1 , cp

location
2 ) ≤ sstart

2 (4)

We also need to ensure that electric buses never run out
of power. First, we let N (A, v, s) denote the set of all non-
service trips that bus v needs to complete by the end of time
slot s according to the set of assignmentsA. In other words,
N (A, v, s) is the set of all necessary non-service trips to the
origins of transit trips that start by send and to the locations
of charging slots that start by send. Next, we let E(v, t) de-
note the amount of energy used by bus v to drive a transit or
non-service trip t. Then, we let e(A, v, s) be the amount of
energy used by bus v for all trips completed by the end of
time slot s:

e(A, v, s) =
∑

t∈N (A,v,s)

E(v, t) +
∑

t∈T , 〈v,t〉∈A, tend≤send

E(v, t) (5)

Similarly, we let r(A, v, s) be the amount of energy charged
to bus v by the end of time slot s:

r(A, v, s) =
∑

(cp,ŝ)∈C, 〈v,(cp,ŝ)〉∈A, ŝend≤send

P (cp,Mv) (6)

Since a bus can be assigned for charging only to complete
time slots, the minima and maxima of its battery level will be
reached at the end of time slots. Therefore, we can express
the constraint that the battery level of bus v must always
remain between 0 and the battery capacity CMv

as

∀v ∈ V,∀s ∈ S : 0 < r(A, v, s)− e(A, v, s) ≤ CMv . (7)

Note that we can give vehicles an initial battery charge by
adding “virtual” charging slots before the day starts.

2.2 Objective
Our objective is to minimize the energy use of the transit
vehicles. We can use this objective to minimize both envi-
ronmental impact and operating costs by imposing the ap-
propriate cost factors on the energy use of liquid-fuel and
electric vehicles. We let Kgas and Kelec denote the unit costs

of energy use for liquid-fuel and electric vehicles, respec-
tively. Then, by applying the earlier notation e(A, v, s) to
all vehicles, we can express our objective as

min
A

∑
v∈V:Mv∈Mgas

Kgas·e(A, v, s∞)+
∑

v∈V:Mv∈Melec

Kelec·e(A, v, s∞)

(8)
where s∞ denotes the last time slot of the day.

3 Algorithms
Since this optimization problem is computationally hard
(see proof sketch in Appendix C), we first present an integer
program to find optimal solutions for smaller instances (Sec-
tion 3.1). Then, we introduce efficient greedy (Section 3.2)
and simulated annealing algorithms (Section 3.3), which
scale well for larger instances. Due to lack of space, we
include less important subroutines in Appendix B.

3.1 Integer Program
Variables Our integer program has five sets of variables.
Three of them are binary to indicate assignments and non-
service trips. First, av,t = 1 (or 0) indicates that trip t is
assigned to bus v (or that it is not). Second, av,(cp,s) = 1 (or
0) indicates that charging slot (cp, s) is assigned to electric
bus v (or not). Third, mv,x1,x2 = 1 (or 0) indicates that bus
v takes the non-service trip between a pair x1 and x2 of tran-
sit trips and/or charging slots (or not). Note that for requir-
ing non-service trips (see Equations (1) to (4)), we will treat
transit trips and charging slots similarly since they induce
analogous constraints. There are also two sets of continu-
ous variables. First, cvs ∈ [0, CMv

] represents the amount
of energy charged to electric bus v in time slot s. Second,
evs ∈ [0, CMv

] represents the battery level of electric bus v
at the start of time slot s (considering energy use only for
trips that have ended by that time). Due to the continuous
variables, our program is a mixed-integer program.

Constraints First, we ensure that every transit trip is
served by exactly one bus:

∀t ∈ T :
∑
v∈V

av,t = 1

Second, we ensure that each charging slot is assigned at most
one electric vehicle:

∀(cp, s) ∈ C :
∑

∀v∈V: Mv∈Melec

av,(cp,s) ≤ 1

Next, we ensure that Equations (1) to (4) are satisfied. We
let F (x1, x2) be true if a pair x1, x2 of transit trips and/or
charging slots satisfies the applicable one from Equations (1)
to (4); and let it be false otherwise. Then, we can express
these constraints as follows:

∀v ∈ V,∀x1, x2,¬F (x1, x2) : av,x1 + av,x2 ≤ 1

When a bus v is assigned to both x1 and x2, but it is not
assigned to any other transit trips or charging slots in be-
tween (i.e., if x1 and x2 are consecutive assignments), then
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bus v needs to take a non-service trip:

mv,x1,x2
≥ av,x1

+ av,x2
− 1−

∑
x∈T ∪C: xstart

1 ≤x
start≤xstart

2

av,x

Note that if x1 ends at the same location where x2 starts,
then the non-service trip will take zero time and energy.

Finally, we ensure that the battery levels of electric buses
remain between zero and capacity. First, for each slot s and
electric bus v, the amount of energy charged cvs is subject to

cvs ≤
∑

(cp,s)∈C

av,(cp,s) · P (cp,Mv).

Then, for the (n+1)th time slot sn+1 and for an electric bus
v, we can express variable evsn+1

as

evsn+1
= evsn+ cvsn−

∑
t∈T : sstart

n <tend≤send
n

av,t ·E(v, t)

−
∑

x1,x2: s
start
n <xstart

2 ≤s
end
n

mv,x1,x2
·E(v, T (x1, x2))

where sn is the (n)th slot. Note that since evs ∈ [0, CMv ],
this constraint ensures that Equation (7) is satisfied.

Objective We can express Equation (8) as minimizing

∑
v∈V

KMv

[∑
t∈T

av,t ·E(v, t) +
∑

x1,x2∈T ∪C

mv,x1,x2 ·E(v, T (x1, x2))

]

where KMv is Kelec if Mv ∈Melec and Kgas otherwise.

Complexity The integer program contains both variables
and constraints in the order of O(|V| · |T |2).

3.2 Greedy Algorithm
Next, we introduce a polynomial-time greedy algorithm.
The key idea of this algorithm is to choose between assign-
ments based on a biased cost instead of the actual cost.

Biased Energy Cost Our greedy approach uses Algo-
rithm 1 to compute a biased energy cost of assigning a bus v
to a transit trip or charging slot x. If x is a transit trip (i.e.,
x ∈ T ), then the base cost of the assignment is E(v, x). If x
is a charging slot, then the base cost is zero. To compute the
actual cost, the algorithm checks if bus v is already assigned
to any earlier (or later) transit trips or charging slots. If it
is, then it factors in the cost of the moving trip mprev (and
mnext) from the preceding (and to the following) assign-
ment xprev (and xnext). Finally, the algorithm adds a bias
to the actual cost based on the waiting time between xendprev

and xstart (if xprev exists) and between xend and xendnext (if
xnext exists). By adding these waiting times to the cost with
an appropriate factor α > 0, we nudge the greedy selection
towards increasing bus utilization and minimizing layovers.
The time complexity of this algorithm is O (|T ∪ C|).

Algorithm 2 shows our iterative greedy approach for
assigning transit trips and charging slots to buses. The

Algorithm 1: BiasedCost(A, v, x, α)
if x ∈ T then

cost← E(v, x)
else

cost← 0
Earlier ={
x̂ ∈ T ∪ C

∣∣ 〈v, x̂〉 ∈ A ∧ x̂end ≤ xstart}
if Earlier 6= ∅ then

xprev = argmaxx̂∈ Earlier x̂
end

mprev ← T
(
xdestinationprev , xorigin

)
cost← cost+E(v,mprev)+α ·

(
xstart − xendprev

)
Later =

{
x̂ ∈ T ∪ C

∣∣ 〈v, x̂〉 ∈ A ∧ xend ≤ x̂start}
if Later 6= ∅ then

xnext = argminx̂∈ Earlier x̂
start

mnext ← T
(
xdestination, xoriginnext

)
cost← cost+E(v,mnext) +α ·

(
xend − xstartnext

)
Result: cost

Algorithm 2: Greedy(V, T , C, α)
A ← ∅
E ←
{〈v, t〉 7→ BiasedCost(A, v, t, α) | v ∈ V, t ∈ T }

while |T | > 0 and min[E ] 6=∞ do
MinimumCostAssignments← argmin(E)
〈v, t〉 ← first(MinimumCostAssignments)
A ← A∪ {〈v, t〉}
T ← T \ {t}
E ,A ← Update(A, T , C, E , v, t, α)
. update cost values E and and add charging slots
to the assignments as necessary

Result: A

algorithm begins by computing the biased assignment
cost for each pair of a bus v and transit trip t using
BiasedCost(A, v, t, α). Starting with an empty set A = ∅,
the algorithm then iteratively adds assignments (v, t) ∈
V × T to the set, always choosing an assignment with the
lowest biased cost BiasedCost(A, v, t, α) (breaking ties ar-
bitrarily). After each iteration, the biased costs E for the
chosen vehicle v are updated by Update, which also adds
charging slot assignments as necessary (see Appendix B).
The algorithm terminates once all trips are assigned (or if
it fails to find a solution). The time complexity of Update
is O (|T | · |V|+ |T | · |C| · |X | ln |X |), where X = T ∪ C.
Since typically |T | � |V|, the complexity can be simplify
into O (|T | · |C| · |X | ln |X |). Accordingly, the time com-
plexity of the greedy algorithm isO

(
|T |2 · |C| · |X | ln |X |

)
.

3.3 Simulated Annealing
Finally, we introduce a simulated annealing algorithm,
which improves upon the output of the greedy algorithm
using iterative random search. Starting from a greedy so-
lution, the search takes significantly less time than starting
from random solution. The key element of this algorithm is
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choosing a random “neighboring” solution in each iteration.

Algorithm 3: RandomNeighbor(A, pswap)
NumberOfSwaps← max{1, |A| · pswap}
for 1, . . . ,NumberOfSwaps do

v1, v2 ← UniformRandom(V)
T1 ← {t ∈ T | 〈v1, t〉 ∈ A}
T2 ← {t ∈ T | 〈v2, t〉 ∈ A}
SplitTime← UniformRandom([sstart1 , send∞ ])
Tnoswap, Tswap =

SplitByStartTime({T1, T2}, SplitTime)
for t ∈ Tswap do

if t ∈ T1 then
A ← A \ {〈v1, t〉} ∪ {〈v2, t〉}

else
A ← A \ {〈v2, t〉} ∪ {〈v1, t〉}

Result: A

Random Neighbor Simulated annealing uses Algo-
rithm 3 to generate a random neighbor for a candidate so-
lution A. The algorithm first chooses two vehicles v1, v2 at
random from V . Next, the algorithm enumerates all the trips
T1 and T2 that are assigned to these vehicles in solution A,
chooses a random point in time SplitTime during the day,
and splits all these trips into two sets Tnoswap and Tswap
based on the start times of the trip and SplitTime. Finally,
the algorithms swaps all the trips in Tswap between v1 and
v2 (i.e., trips that were assigned to v1 are re-assigned to v2
and vice versa). The algorithm then repeats this process from
the beginning until the desired number of swap operations
|A|·pswap is reached. The time complexity of this algorithm
is O (|A| · (|T |+ |V|)).

Algorithm 4 shows our simulated annealing approach.
First, the algorithm obtains an initial solution A using Al-
gorithm 2. Then, it follows an iterative process. In each
iteration, the algorithm obtains a random neighboring so-
lution A′ of the current solution A using RandomNeigh-
bor. If the energy cost Cost (see Equation (8)) of A′ is
lower than the energy cost of A, then the algorithm al-
ways accepts A′ as the new solution. Otherwise, the al-
gorithm computes the probability AcceptProbability of ac-
cepting it based on a decreasing temperature value τk and
the cost difference between A′ and A, and then accepts
A′ at random. The algorithm terminates after a fixed num-
ber of iterations kmax and returns the best solution found
up to that point. The time complexity of this algorithm is
O (kmax · |T | · (|T |+ |V|)).

4 Numerical Results
We evaluate our algorithms using data collected
from CARTA. We will release the complete dataset as
well as our implementation publicly.

4.1 Dataset
Public Transit Schedule We obtain the schedule of the
transit agency in GTFS format, which includes all trips, time

Algorithm 4: Simulated Annealing(V, T , C, α, kmax,
pstart, pend, pswap)

A ← Greedy(V, T , C, α)
Solutions← {A}
τstart ← −1

ln pstart

τend ← −1
ln pend

τrate ←
(
τend

τstart

) 1
kmax−1

τk ← τstart
δavg ← 0
for k = 1, 2, . . . , kmax do
A′ ← RandomNeighbor(A, pswap)
δe ← Cost(A′)− Cost(A)
if k = 1 then

δavg ← δe

AcceptProbability← exp
(
−δe

δavg·τk

)
if Cost(A′) < Cost(A) or AcceptProbability >
UniformRandom([0, 1]) then
A ← A′
δavg ← δavg +

δe−δavg

|Solutions|
Solutions← Solutions ∪ {A}

τk ← τk · τrate
A∗ ← argminA′∈Solutions Cost(A′)
Result: A∗

schedules, bus stop locations, etc. Trips are organized into
17 bus lines (i.e., bus routes) throughout the city. For our
numerical evaluation, we consider trips served during week-
days (Monday to Friday) since these are the busiest days.
Each weekday, the agency must serve around 850 trips us-
ing 3 electric buses of model BYD K9S, and 50 diesel and
hybrid buses of various models.

Energy Use Prediction To estimate the energy usage of
each transit and non-service trip, we use a neural network
based prediction model, which we train on high-resolution
historical data. CARTA has installed sensors on its mixed-
fleet of vehicles, and it has been collecting data continu-
ously for over a year at 1-second intervals from 3 electric,
41 diesel, and 6 hybrid buses. To train the predictor, we se-
lect 6 months of data from 3 electric vehicles (BYD K9S
buses) and 3 diesel vehicles (2014 Gillig Phantom buses).
We obtain 0.1 Hz timeseries data from onboard telemetry
devices, which record location (GPS), odometer, battery cur-
rent, voltage, and charge (for EVs), and fuel level and usage
(for diesel). In total, we obtain around 6.6 million datapoints
for electric buses and 1.1 million datapoints for diesel buses
(fuel data was recorded less frequently).

We augment this dataset with additional features related to
weather, road, and traffic conditions to improve our energy-
use predictor. We incorporate hourly predictions of weather
features, which are based on data collected using Dark Sky
API (Sky 2019) at 5-minute intervals. Weather features in-
clude temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed, and pre-
cipitation. We include road-condition features based on a
street-level map of the city obtained from OpenStreetMap.
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We also include road gradients, which we compute along
transit routes using an elevation map that is based on high-
accuracy LiDAR data from the state government. Finally, we
incorporate predictions of traffic conditions, which are based
on data obtained using HERE Maps API (HERE 2020).
Note that we present more detailed description of the dataset
in Appendix A.

In total, we use 26 different features to train neural net-
work models for energy prediction. Our neural network has
one input, two hidden, and one output layer, all using sig-
moid activation. We chose this architecture based on its ac-
curacy after comparing it to various other regression models.
We train a different prediction model for each vehicle model,
which we then use to predict energy use for every trip. For
30-minute trips, the mean absolute percentage error of the
energy predictor is 8.4% for diesel and 13.1% for electric
vehicles. For an entire day of service, the error is only 1.5%
and 2.6%, respectively.

Non-Service Trips Since non-service trips are not part of
the transit schedule, we need to plan their routes and esti-
mate their durations. For this, we use the Google Directions
API, which we query for all 2,070 possible non-service trips
(i.e., for every pair of locations in the network) for each
1-hour interval of a selected weekday from 5am to 11pm.
The response to each query includes an estimated duration
as well as a detailed route, which we combine with our other
data sources and then feed into our energy-use predictors.

Charging Rate, Energy Costs, and CO2 Emissions
Electric buses of model BYD K9S have a battery capacity of
270 kWh, and the charging poles of the agency can charge a
BYD K9S model bus at the rate of 65 kW/h. We consider 3
charging poles for our numerical evaluation. Based on data
from the transit agency, we consider electricity cost to be
$9.602 per 100 kWh and diesel cost to be $2.05 per gallon.
Finally, based on data from EPA (EPA 2020a), we calculate
CO2 emissions for diesel vehicles as 8.887 kg/gallons and
for electric vehicles as 0.707 kg/kWh.

4.2 Results
For all experiments, we set the length of time slots to be
1 hour. For experiments with small problem instances, we
set the wait-time factor (see Algorithm 1) to α = 0.00004
for electric buses and to α = 0.00002 for liquid-fuel
buses; swapping rate to pswap = 0.03 (see Algorithm 3);
simulated-annealing iterations, initial probability, and fi-
nal probability to kmax = 50, 000, pstart = 0.1, and
pend = 0.07, respectively (see Algorithm 4). For experi-
ments with complete daily schedules, we set wait-time fac-
tor (see Algorithm 1) to α = 0.001 for electric buses
and to α = 0.0002 for liquid-fuel buses; swapping rate to
pswap = 0.05; simulated-annealing iterations, initial proba-
bility, and final probability to kmax = 50, 000, pstart = 0.2,
and pend = 0.09, respectively.

We found these to be optimal configuration based on a
grid search of the parameter space. Due to the lack of space,
we include these search results in Appendix D.
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Figure 1: Computation times for assignmentsusing integer
program (�), simulated annealing (�), and greedy algorithm
(�). Please note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis.
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Figure 2: Energy cost for assignments using simulated an-
nealing (�) and the greedy algorithm (�) compared to opti-
mal assignments (found using the integer program).

Computational Performance We first study how well our
algorithms scale with increasing problem sizes. To this end,
we measure the computation times of our algorithms with
1 to 12 bus lines (selected from the real bus lines), and 10
selected trips for each line. For each case, we evaluate the
algorithms on 35 different samples and present statistical re-
sults. For cases with 11 and 12 bus lines, we assign the entire
vehicle fleet, which consists of 3 electric and 50 liquid-fuel
buses. For cases with fewer bus lines, we assume that the
agency has 3 electric buses but only 5 times as many liquid-
fuel buses as bus lines. We solve the integer program (IP)
using IBM CPLEX. We run all algorithms on a machine
with a Xeon E5-2680 CPU, which has 28 cores, and 128
GB of RAM. Figure 1 shows the computation times for the
IP, greedy, and simulated annealing. As expected, the time
to solve the IP is significantly higher and increases rapidly
with the number of lines, becoming infeasible at around 10
lines. On the the hand, the greedy and simulated annealing
algorithms are orders of magnitude faster and scale well.

Solution Quality Next, we evaluate the performance of
our algorithms with respect to solution quality, that is, en-
ergy cost. Note that we present CO2 results in Appendix D.
We use the exact same setting as in the previous experiment
(Figure 1). Note that for larger instances, solving the IP is in-
feasible. Figure 2 shows that simulated annealing performs
slightly better than greedy; however, neither perform as well
as IP (which is optimal). On the bright side, the cost ratio
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Figure 3: Energy costs for assignments using the greedy al-
gorithm (�)and simulated annealing (�)for complete daily
schedules, compared to existing real-world assignments.

between IP and our heuristics remains within the range of
1.5 to 1.6 even for larger instances.

Comparison to Existing Assignments Finally, we com-
pute assignments for the complete daily schedule of the
agency using 3 electric and 50 liquid-fuel buses using greedy
and simulated annealing algorithms. In Figure 3, we com-
pare greedy and simulated annealing assignments with real-
world assignments for 50 different sample days based on
energy costs. Our results shows that both algorithms attain
lower energy costs than existing real-world assignments. On
average, real-world assignments cost $8187 with 35.58 met-
ric tons of CO2 emission, greedy approach costs $7863 with
34.33 metric tons of CO2 emission, and simulated anneal-
ing algorithm costs $7788 with 34.00 metric tons of CO2

emission. We were able to assign the full schedule using
greedy algorithm in around 6 minutes; meanwhile, simu-
lated annealing runs for around 8 hours (around 50,000 it-
erations). Since an agency might need to find a new assign-
ment urgently (e.g., because some buses are unavailable due
to maintenance), the greedy algorithm can be a better option.

5 Related Work
Previous research efforts predict energy consumption
through simulation models using spatial and temporal
data (e.g., Wang et al. (2018), Tian et al. (2016), Wang
et al. (2017)) collect GPS data, bus stop data, bus transac-
tion data, traffic data, and electricity consumption data). Un-
like the previous works, we derive realistic energy estimates
using our energy predictors based on vehicle locations, traf-
fic, elevation, and weather data. Further, some works con-
sider fixed energy cost and emission with respect to the miles
traveled by the bus (e.g., Santos et al. (2016), Paul and Ya-
mada (2014), Sassi, Cherif, and Oulamara (2015)). Li (2014)
computes the distance of non-service trips using point-to-
curve matching, then obtain optimal paths using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. But these assumptions limit applicability or per-
formance for real-world implementation.

Researchers have applied various approaches such as ge-
netic algorithm (Yang and Liu (2020), Sun et al. (2020), San-
tos et al. (2016)), simulated annealing (Zhou et al. (2020)),
and column generation (Li (2014)) in the domain of energy-
efficient bus scheduling with either liquid-fuel buses or

electric buses. But only few research efforts (e.g., Santos
et al. (2016), Zhou et al. (2020)) focused on transit networks
operating mixed-fleets of buses.

Other researchers have applied approaches such as inte-
ger programming (Nageshrao, Jacob, and Wilkins (2017),
Lotfi et al. (2020), Picarelli et al. (2020)), Markov decision
processes (Wang et al. (2018)), greedy algorithms (Jefferies
and Göhlich (2020)), genetic algorithms (Gao et al. (2018),
Chao and Xiaohong (2013)), space-time networks (Olsen,
Kliewer, and Wolbeck (2020)), and dynamic programming
(Wang, Kang, and Liu (2020)) to optimally assign electric
buses to charging stations.

Jahic, Eskander, and Schulz (2019) use preemptive, quasi-
preemptive, and non-preemptive approaches to effectively
handle the load in charging stations or garages. Since charg-
ing duration occupies a reasonable portion of the routine,
Chao and Xiaohong (2013) propose a battery replacement
technique, but this approach is inefficient for transit agencies
operating with a few electric buses. Murphey et al. (2012)
present the development of a machine learning framework
for energy management optimization in an HEV, developing
algorithms based on long- and short-term knowledge about
the driving environment.

Some works propose solutions that reduce energy costs
by changing bus schedules or routes (e.g., Hassold and
Ceder (2014), Wang et al. (2018)), which can cause in-
convenience to passengers, while Santos et al. (2016)
schedule buses ensuring that service level is unchanged.
Kliewer, Mellouli, and Suhl (2006), Kliewer, Gintner, and
Suhl (2008), Li, Lo, and Xiao (2019) allow a bus to serve
multiple lines instead of limiting it to a single line, which can
reduce energy cost; we also implement a similar approach.
Li, Lo, and Xiao (2019) group the trips as origin-destination
pairs and assign them to vehicles, which also reduces en-
ergy costs. Liao, Liu, and Fu (2019) optimize the routing of
conventional and electric vehicles using separate models; in
contrast, we optimize mixed fleets of vehicles using a single,
integrated model.

6 Conclusion

Due to the high upfront costs of EVs, many public transit
agencies can only afford to operate mixed fleets of EVs,
HEVs, and ICEVs. In this paper, we formulated the novel
problem of minimizing operating costs and environmental
impact through assigning trips and scheduling charging for
mixed fleets of public transit vehicles; and we provided effi-
cient greedy and simulated annealing algorithms. Based on
real-world data from CARTA, we demonstrated that these
algorithms scale well for larger instances and can provide
significant savings in terms of energy costs and CO2 emis-
sion. Even though our approaches perform better than exist-
ing real-world assignments, there remains a significant gap
to optimal solutions (at least for smaller instances). In future
work, we will strive to improve our algorithms to close this
gap and to provide further saving to transit agencies. We are
also publicly releasing our dataset to facilitate open research
in this direction.
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Our objective formulation minimizes fuel and electricity
usage (both measured as energy), both of which are scaled
by factors (Kgas and Kelec). In the evaluation, we set these
factors to the prices paid by the agency for fuel and electric-
ity; hence, minimizing energy usage minimizes the agency’s
monetary cost. Please note that we could tweak these factors
to consider other goals, e.g., minimize environmental impact
by setting the factors to the environmental footprint of fuel
and electric energy usage.
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A Dataset Characterization
For collecting data from CARTA’s fleet of vehicles, we part-
ner with ViriCiti, which offers sensor devices and an online
platform to support transit operators with real-time insight
into their fleets. ViriCiti has installed sensors on CARTA’s
mixed-fleet of 3 electric, 41 diesel, and 6 hybrid buses,
and it has been collecting data continuously at 1-second (or
shorter) intervals since installation. To train the energy us-
age predictor, we use 6 months of data from 3 electric ve-
hicles (BYD K9S buses) and 3 diesel vehicles (2014 Gillig
Phantom buses). For each vehicle, we obtain time-series data
from ViriCiti, which includes a series of timestamps and lo-
cation (GPS), odometer, battery current, voltage, and charge
(for EVs), and fuel level and usage (for diesel). We divide
the time-series into disjoint samples that correspond to con-
tiguous sequences driven on the same road.

We augment the samples with additional features associ-
ated with weather, road, and traffic conditions to improve
the energy use prediction. We incorporate hourly weather
predictions for features such as temperature, humidity, pres-
sure, wind speed, and precipitation; from Dark SkyAPI at 5-
minute intervals. We also include road gradients, which we
compute along transit routes using an elevation map based
on high-accuracy LiDAR data from the state government.
For incorporating traffic features, we use traffic data col-
lected at 1-minute intervals using the HERE API, which pro-
vides speed recordings for segments of major roads of the
city. A more detailed description of our dataset and energy
prediction models can be found in (Ayman et al. 2021).

B Other Algorithms
Here, we present the algorithms that are invoked by the
greedy algorithm as subroutines.

Algorithm 5: Feasible(A, v, x)
TimeFeasible← False
EnergyFeasible← False
Xassigned ← {x̂ ∈ T ∪ C | (v̂, x̂) ∈ A ∧ v̂ ∈ V}
if x /∈ Xassigned then

TimeFeasible← TimeFeasible(A, v, x)
EnergyFeasible← True
Xv ← {x̂ ∈ T ∪ C | (v, x̂) ∈ A}
if TimeFeasible ∧Mv ∈Melec ∧ Xv 6= ∅ then

EnergyFeasible← EnergyFeasible(A, v, x)
Result: TimeFeasible, EnergyFeasible

Feasibility Algorithm 5 checks the feasibility of assign-
ing the trip or charging slot x to bus v, without violat-
ing Equations (1) to (4) and (7) (i.e., time and energy
constraints). The algorithm first checks whether bus v can
be assigned to x without violating Equations (1) to (4)
(TimeFeasible(A, v, x)). If bus v is a liquid-fuel vehicle,
then the algorithm skips the remaining steps. If bus v is an
electric vehicle, then the algorithm checks whether bus v has
enough energy to be assigned to trip or charging slot x with-
out violating Equation (7) (EnergyFeasible(A, v, x)). The

time complexity of the algorithm Feasible is O (|X | ln |X |)
where X = T ∪ C. Note that we omit the pseudocode of
TimeFeasible and EnergyFeasible since their implementa-
tion is straightforward based on Equations (1) to (4) and (7).

Algorithm 6: AssignCharging(A, C, v, tnext, α)

c∗ ← Nil
Xprev =

{
x ∈ T ∪ C

∣∣ 〈v, x〉 ∈ A ∧ xend ≤ tstart
next

}
xprev ← argmaxx∈Xprev

xend

Cbetween ←
{
ĉ ∈ C

∣∣
xend

prev ≤ ĉstart ∧ ĉend ≤ tstart
next ∧ (v̂, ĉ) /∈ A ∧ v̂ ∈ V

}
if Cbetween 6= ∅ then

MinimumCost←∞
for c ∈ Cbetween do

Cost←∞
TimeFeasible,EnergyFeasible←

Feasible(A, v, c)
if TimeFeasible ∧ EnergyFeasible then

Cost← BiasedCost(A, c, t, α)
if Cost < MinimumCost then

c∗ ← c
MinimumCost← Cost

if MinimumCost <∞ then
A ← A∪ {〈v, c∗〉}

Result: A, c∗

AssignCharging Algorithm 6 first identifies a set of
charging slots (Cbetween) to which the electric bus v could be
assigned (disregarding the duration of non-service trips). If
the algorithm identifies a non-empty set of possible charging
slots, then for each possible charging slot c ∈ Cbetween, the al-
gorithm computes the feasibility (Feasible) and biased cost
(BiasedCost) of the non-service trips to move bus v from the
destination of its previous assignment xprev to charging slot c
and then from charging slot c to the origin of its next assign-
ment tnext. Thereafter, the algorithm chooses the charging
slot c that attains minimum biased energy cost (breaking ties
in favor of earlier charging slots) and assigns charging slot
c to bus v. If the algorithm fails to find a feasible charging
slot, then the assignments are unchanged, and the algorithm
returns a special Nil value instead of a charging slot c. The
time complexity of the algorithm is O (|C| · |X | ln |X |).

Update Algorithm 7 computes the energy costs of assign-
ing bus v to serve each one of the remaining service trips
t ∈ T and returns an updated matrix of energy costs E . If
bus v is an electric vehicle and unable serve any one of the
remaining service trips due to low battery charge, then the
algorithm tries to assign bus v to a feasible charging slot c
and recomputes the energy costs for all trips. The time com-
plexity of the algorithm is O (|T | · |C| · |X | ln |X |).
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Algorithm 7: Update(A, T , C, E , v, t, α)
AssignedCharging← False
for t̂ ∈ T do

cost←∞
TimeFeasible,EnergyFeasible←
Feasible(A, v, t̂)

if TimeFeasible ∧ EnergyFeasible then
cost← BiasedCost(A, v, t̂, α)

else if
TimeFeasible ∧ ¬EnergyFeasible ∧Mv ∈Melec

then
A, c← AssignCharging(A, C, v, t̂, α)
if c 6= Nil then

TimeFeasible,EnergyFeasible←
Feasible(A, v, t̂)

if TimeFeasible ∧ EnergyFeasible then
AssignedCharging← True
break

else
A ← A \ {〈v, c〉}

E [v][t̂]← cost
if AssignedCharging then

for t̂ ∈ T do
cost←∞
TimeFeasible,EnergyFeasible←
Feasible(A, v, t̂)

if TimeFeasible ∧ EnergyFeasible then
cost← BiasedCost(A, v, t̂, α)

E [v][t̂]← cost
Result: E ,A

C Computational Complexity of Assignment
and Scheduling Problem

Here, we show that the problem of optimally assigning ve-
hicles to transit trips and scheduling their charging (i.e., as-
signing to charging slots) is computationally hard. First, we
formulate a decision version of our optimization problem.

Definition 1 (Transit Assignment and Scheduling Problem).
Given

• a set of liquid-fuel vehicle modelsMgas,
• a set of electric vehicle models Melec with a battery ca-

pacity Cm for each model m ∈Melec,
• a set of vehicles V with a vehicle model Mv ∈ Mgas ∪
Melec for each vehicle v ∈ V ,

• a set of locations L,
• a set of transit trips T with an origin torigin ∈ L, destina-

tion tdestination ∈ L, start time tstart, and end time tend for
each trip t ∈ T ,

• a set of charging poles CP with a location cplocation for
each pole cp ∈ CP ,

• a set of time slots S with a start time sstart and end time
send for each slot s ∈ S,

• a charging performance P (cp,m) for each charging pole
cp ∈ CP and vehicle model m ∈Melec,

• a duration D(l1, l2) for each non-service trip T (l1, l2)
where l1, l2 ∈ L,

• an energy usage value E(v, t) for each vehicle v ∈ V
and for each transit trip t ∈ T and each non-service trip
t = T (l1, l2) where l1, l2 ∈ L,

• unit cost valuesKgas andKelec for liquid-fuel and electric
energy usage,

• and a threshold cost value Cost∗,
determine if there exists a set of assignmentsA that satisfies
Equations (1) to (7) and Cost(A) ≤ Cost∗, where Cost(A)
is the cost of assignments A as defined in Equation (8).

We show that the above decision problem is NP-hard us-
ing a reduction from a well-known NP-hard problem, the 0-1
Knapsack Problem, which is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (0-1 Knapsack Problem (Decision Version)).
Given a set of N items, numbered from 1 to N , with a
value bi and weight wi for each item i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N},
a weight capacityW , and a threshold valueB∗, determine if
there exists a subset of items A ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N} satisfying∑
i∈A wi ≤ W (i.e., sum weight of items does not exceed

the weight capacity) and
∑
i∈A bi ≥ B∗ (i.e., sum value of

items reaches the threshold).

Next, we formulate our computational complexity result.

Theorem 1. The Transit Assignment and Scheduling Prob-
lem is NP-hard.

Proof. We show that the Transit Assignment and
Scheduling Problem (TASP) is at least as hard as the
0-1 Knapsack Problem (0-1KP). Given an instance
(N, 〈bi, wi〉i∈{1,...,N},W,B∗) of 0-1KP, we construct an
instance of TASP as follows:

• let there be a single liquid-fuel vehicle model, denoted
mgas (i.e.,Mgas = {mgas});

• let there be a single electric vehicle model, denoted melec

(i.e., Melec = {melec}), with battery capacity Cmelec =
W ;

• let there be two vehicles, denoted vgas and velec (i.e.,
V = {vgas, velect}), with vehicle models Mvgas = mgas

and Mvelec = melec;
• let there be two locations, denoted lcharge and lserve (i.e.,
L = {lcharge, lserve});

• let there beN transit trips, denoted t1, t2, . . . , tN with the
same origins and destinations torigin

i = tdestination
i = lserve

and with start and end times tstart
i = N + i and tend

i =
N + i+ 1;

• let there be a single charging pole, denoted cp (i.e., CP =
{cp}), with location cplocation = lcharge;

• let there be 2N +1 time slots, denoted s1, s2, . . . , s2N+1,
with start and end times sstart

i = i− 1 and send
i = i;

• let the charging performance be P (cp,melec) =W ;
• let the duration of both non-service trips be
D(lcharge, lserve) = D(lserve, lcharge) = N ;
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• for the liquid-fuel vehicle vgas, let the energy usage value
of transit trip ti beE(vgas, ti) = wi+bi, and let the energy
usage value of the non-service trips T (lserve, lcharge) and
T (lcharge, lserve) both be E(vgas, T ) = 0;

• for the electric vehicle velec, let the energy usage value
of transit trip ti be E(velec, ti) = wi, and let the energy
usage value of the non-service trips T (lserve, lcharge) and
T (lcharge, lserve) both be E(velec, T ) = 0;

• let the unit energy costs be Kgas = Kelec = 1;

• let the threshold cost value be Cost∗ =[∑
i∈{1,...,N} bi + wi

]
−B∗.

Clearly, the above reduction can be performed in a polyno-
mial number of steps. It remains to show that the constructed
instance of TASP has a solution if and only if the 0-1KP in-
stance has a solution.

First, suppose that the 0-1KP instance has a solution A.
Then, we show that there exists a feasible set of assign-
ments A that is a solution to the TASP instance. Let A =
{〈velec, (cp, s1)〉}∪

⋃
i∈A{〈velec, ti〉}∪

⋃
i6∈A{〈vgas, ti〉}. In

other words, charge the electric vehicle in the first time slot,
then assign it to all the trips that correspond to items in A,
and assign the liquid-fuel vehicle to all other trips. This as-
signment clearly satisfies Equations (1) to (4) since all tran-
sit trips share the same origin and destination, and the only
non-service trip T (lcharge, lgas) is taken by the electric vehicle
velec, which has enough time between the end of charging at
time send

1 = 1 and the beginning of the first trip tstart
1 = N+1

for the non-service trip duration D(lcharge, lserve) = N . Fur-
ther, the assignment also satisfies Equation (7) since the
electric vehicle velec is fully charged to P (cp,melec) = W
in the first time slot, and the transit trips that it serves use

∑
〈velec,ti〉∈A

E(velec, ti) =
∑

〈velec,ti〉∈A

wi (9)

=
∑
i∈A

wi (10)

≤W. (11)

Finally, the cost Cost(A) of this assignment A is at most

Cost∗ since
Cost(A) =

∑
〈vgas,ti〉∈A

Kgas · E(vgas, ti) +
∑

〈velec,ti〉∈A

Kelec · E(velec, ti)

(12)

=
∑

〈vgas,ti〉∈A

E(vgas, ti) +
∑

〈velec,ti〉∈A

E(velec, ti) (13)

=
∑
i 6∈A

E(vgas, ti) +
∑
i∈A

E(velec, ti) (14)

=

∑
i 6∈A

wi + bi

+

[∑
i∈A

wi

]
(15)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...,N}

wi + bi

− [∑
i∈A

bi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥B∗

(16)

≤

 ∑
i∈{1,...,N}

wi + bi

−B∗ (17)

= Cost∗. (18)
Therefore, if the 0-1KP instance has a solution, then so does
the constructed instance of TASP.

Second, suppose that the constructed instance of TASP
has a solution A. Then, we show that there exists a sub-
set of items A that is a solution to the 0-1KP instance. Let
A =

{
i
∣∣〈velec, ti〉 ∈ A

}
. In other words, select the items that

correspond to transit trips that are assigned to the electric ve-
hicle velect by solution A. Then, the sum value

∑
i∈A bi of

the set A reaches the threshold value B∗ since
∑
i∈A

bi =

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

−
 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

 +
∑
i∈A

bi (19)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

−
∑
i6∈A

wi + bi

− ∑
i∈A

wi (20)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

− ∑
i6∈A

E(v
gas

, ti)−
∑
i∈A

E(v
elec

, ti) (21)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

− ∑
i6∈A

K
gas ·E(v

gas
, ti)−

∑
i∈A

K
elec ·E(v

elec
, ti)

(22)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

− ∑
〈vgas,ti〉∈A

K
gas ·E(v

gas
, ti)−

∑
〈velec,ti〉∈A

K
elec ·E(v

elec
, ti)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−Cost(A)

(23)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

− Cost(A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤Cost∗

(24)

≥

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

− Cost∗ (25)

=

 ∑
i∈{1,...N}

wi + bi

−
 ∑
i∈{1,...,N}

bi + wi

 + B
∗ (26)

= B
∗
. (27)

It remains to show that the sum weight
∑
i∈A wi of the setA

does not exceed the weight capacity W . Due to the duration
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of the non-service trip between lcharge and lserve, the feasible
set of assignments A cannot charge the electric vehicle velec

between two transit trip. Thus, the total energy usage of the
electric vehicle cannot exceed its battery capacity W . We
can use this to prove that set A does not exceed the weight
capacity as ∑

i∈A
wi =

∑
i∈A

E(velec, ti) (28)

=
∑

〈velec,ti〉∈A

E(velec, ti) (29)

≤W. (30)

Therefore, if the constructed TASP instance has a solution,
then so does the 0-1KP instance, which concludes our proof.

D Further Numerical Results
CO2 Emission In Section 4, we evaluated the proposed al-
gorithms based on running time and solution quality, which
we measured as the energy costs incurred by the transit
agency. Here, we complement those results by evaluating
the algorithms based on environmental impact, specifically,
CO2 emissions.
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Figure 4: CO2 emissions for assignments using integer pro-
gram (�), simulated annealing (�), genetic algorithm (�)
and greedy algorithm (�).

Figure 4 shows CO2 emissions for the integer program,
simulated annealing, genetic algorithm and the greedy algo-
rithm with problem instances of various sizes (i.e., number
of bus lines). For each problem size, we evaluate the algo-
rithms on 35 random samples with the same setting as in
Figure 2 of Section 4. We observe that the results for en-
ergy costs and CO2 emissions are very similar, suggesting
that we can reduce both, leading to more affordable and
environment-friendly transit.

Figure 5 shows CO2 emissions using the greedy, simu-
lated annealing and genetic algorithm for 50 different sam-
ple days, assigning 3 electric and 50 liquid-fuel buses to the
complete daily schedule of the agency. We use the same set-
tings as in Figure 3 of Section 4 and again compare to the
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Figure 5: CO2 emissions for assignments using greedy al-
gorithm (�), simulated annealing (�) and genetic algorithm
(�) for complete daily schedules, compared to existing real-
world assignments (�).
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Figure 6: Energy cost for assignments using simulated an-
nealing (�), genetic algorithm (�) and the greedy algo-
rithm (�) compared to optimal assignments (found using the
integer program).

existing real-world assignments. Similar to the smaller prob-
lem instances, we observe that the results for energy costs
and CO2 emissions are almost identical.

Figure 6 is extension to the Figure 2 in the main paper
including the results of Genetic Algorithm. All three of ap-
proaches are not perform well compared to the IP, but the
cost ratio between IP and our heuristic remains between the
range of 1.5 to 1.6 even for larger instances.

Figure 7 is extension to the Figure 3 in the main paper in-
cluding the results of Genetic Algorithm. The results shows
that though genetic algorithm slightly improves the solution
obtained from the greedy algorithm, the improvement is less
significant with respect to simulated annealing algorithm.

Parameter Tuning Here, we present numerical results
supporting the choice of parameters values for Algorithms 1
to 4 (see first paragraph of Section 4.2). We use a grid search
to tune the wait-time factor (α) parameter of the greedy al-
gorithm for both liquid-fuel and electric buses. Note that we
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Wait-time factor of liquid-fuel buses αgas
0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008 0.0009

Wait-time factor
of electric buses
αelectric

0.001 8496.6 8378.1 8574.5 8619.1 8639.2 8614.4 8603.2 8605.5 8578.0
0.002 8494.9 8553.1 8583.0 8613.4 8633.1 8625.1 8605.5 8589.5 8575.7
0.003 8588.1 8621.6 8661.8 8663.8 8667.8 8654.5 8669.5 8636.5 8619.0
0.004 9072.7 8980.1 8986.1 9027.4 9037.4 8939.3 8945.2 8839.2 8814.6
0.005 9201.5 9137.3 9133.2 9155.8 9165.1 9173.8 9105.7 9054.1 9052.1
0.006 9221.1 9157.4 9172.3 9183.0 9182.7 9179.6 9150.1 9133.9 9121.3
0.007 9221.1 9157.4 9172.1 9199.1 9200.2 9179.6 9167.3 9159.2 9155.5
0.008 9221.1 9157.4 9180.3 9207.3 9200.2 9207.0 9188.8 9181.1 9155.5
0.009 9221.1 9157.4 9180.3 9207.3 9208.4 9207.0 9188.8 9181.1 9176.1

Table 1: Energy costs for assigning vehicles to complete daily transit schedules using the greedy algorithm with different wait-
time factors αelectric and αgas for electric and liquid-fuel buses, respectively. Each value is the average of assignments for 6
different sample days using the full fleet of the agency.

Wait-time factor of liquid-fuel buses αgas
1·10−5 2·10−5 3·10−5 4·10−5 5·10−5 6·10−5 7·10−5 8·10−5 9·10−5

Wait-time factor
of electric buses
αelectric

1·10−5 516.9 517.0 516.3 516.0 516.1 516.4 516.5 517.0 517.0
2·10−5 513.7 513.5 512.9 512.7 513.0 513.4 513.7 513.8 513.9
3·10−5 516.3 516.1 515.5 515.3 515.5 516.0 516.2 516.2 516.3
4·10−5 516.5 516.1 515.6 515.6 515.8 516.5 516.8 517.0 517.2
5·10−5 517.8 517.7 517.9 517.4 517.5 517.6 518.2 518.4 518.5
6·10−5 517.8 517.7 517.9 517.4 517.5 517.6 518.2 518.4 518.5
7·10−5 517.8 517.7 517.9 517.4 517.5 517.6 518.2 518.4 518.5
8·10−5 517.8 517.7 517.9 517.4 517.5 517.6 518.2 518.4 518.5
9·10−5 517.4 517.5 517.7 517.2 517.3 517.4 518.0 518.2 518.3

Table 2: Energy costs for assigning vehicles to complete daily transit schedules using the greedy algorithm with different wait-
time factors αelectric and αgas for electric and liquid-fuel buses, respectively. Each value is the average of assignments for 6
different sample instances of 5 bus lines serving 10 trips each.
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Figure 7: Energy costs for assignments using the greedy al-
gorithm (�), simulated annealing (�) and genetic algorithm
(�) for complete daily schedules, compared to existing real-
world assignments.

use different parameters for different vehicle types since the
optimal parameters are different. We explored a range of val-
ues from 10−6 to 106 for liquid-fuel buses and electric buses.
Table 1 shows the average energy costs of assigning vehicles
to complete daily transit schedules with different parameter
combinations. Each value is the average of assignments over
6 different sample days. Note that we included only values
around the optima for ease of presentation. For smaller prob-
lem instances, we explored a range of values from 10−15 to
1010 for both liquid-fuel buses and electric buses. Table 2
shows the average energy costs of assigning vehicles to sam-
ple instances serving 5 bus-lines with 10 trips per bus-line
with different parameter combinations. Each line in the fig-
ures is the average of 5 runs of the simulated annealing al-
gorithms for 6 different random sample instances.

Similarly, we exhaustively searched the parameters space
of pstart for a range of values from 0.1 to 0.5, pend for a range
of values from 0.01 to 0.09, pswap for a range of values from
0.01 to 0.05. Figure 8 shows how the energy cost evolves
over the iterations of the simulated annealing algorithm with
various pstart values. Each line is the average of 5 runs of the
simulated annealing algorithms for 5 different sample days.
Note that these results also show that with the right parame-
ters, simulated annealing converges in around 40,000 itera-
tions; hence, it suffices to use kmax = 50,000 for our numer-
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Figure 8: Energy costs for assignments using simulated an-
nealing with different pstart values (with fixed pend = 0.09 and
pswap = 0.05). Each value is the average of assignments for 5
different sample days using the full fleet of the agency.
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Figure 9: Energy costs for assignments using simulated an-
nealing with different pend values (with fixed pstart = 0.2 and
pswap = 0.05). Each value is the average of assignments for 5
different sample days using the full fleet of the agency.

ical results. For smaller problem instances, we exhaustively
searched the parameters space of pstart for a range of val-
ues from 0.1 to 0.9, pend for a range of values from 0.01 to
0.9, pswap for a range of values from 0.01 to 0.09. Figure 11
shows how the energy cost evolves over the iterations of the
simulated annealing algorithm with various pstart values. Fig-
ure 12 shows how the energy cost evolves over the iterations
of the simulated annealing algorithm with various pend val-
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Figure 10: Energy costs for assignments using simulated an-
nealing with different pswap values (with fixed pstart = 0.2 and
pswap = 0.05). Each value is the average of assignments for 5
different sample days using the full fleet of the agency.
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Figure 11: Energy costs for assignments using simulated an-
nealing with different pstart values (with fixed pend = 0.07 and
pswap = 0.03). Each value is the average of assignments for
6 different sample instances of 5 bus lines serving 10 trips
each.

ues. Figure 13 shows how the energy cost evolves over the
iterations of the simulated annealing algorithm with various
pswap values. Each line in the figures is the average of 5 runs
of the simulated annealing algorithms for 5 different ran-
dom sample instances serving 5 bus-lines with 10 trips per
bus-line. Same as the complete daily schedule, these results
also show that with the right parameters, simulated anneal-
ing converges in around 40,000 iterations.
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Figure 12: Energy costs for assignments using simulated an-
nealing with different pend values (with fixed pstart = 0.1 and
pswap = 0.03). Each value is the average of assignments for
6 different sample instances of 5 bus lines serving 10 trips
each.
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Figure 13: Energy costs for assignments using simulated an-
nealing with different pswap values (with fixed pstart = 0.1 and
pend = 0.07). Each value is the average of assignments for
6 different sample instances of 5 bus lines serving 10 trips
each.

Length of Time Slots In Section 2, we discretized charg-
ing schedules into uniform-length time slots for the sake
of computational tractability. Now, we study whether dis-
cretizing time has a significant impact on solution quality by
comparing assignments with various time-slot lengths. Since
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Figure 14: Energy costs for assignments using the integer
program with different time-slot lengths.

the integer program can find optimal solutions for small in-
stances, we study the impact of time-slot lengths using the
integer program for 1 or 2 bus lines with 10 trips for each
line. Figure 14 shows energy costs for various settings. Each
plotted value is the average taken over 3 different sample in-
stances. The figure shows that the loss in solution quality is
very small even with longer time slots, such as 1 hour.
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